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Meeting Dates 2015

•Next meetings:

•January 27th

•February 10th

•February 24th

•March 17th

•Marcher 31st

•April 14th

•April 28th 



Mystery Book Bag #4 

• In her world, everything is black or white

• Things are good or bad; anything in between is 
confusing

• That's the stuff her older brother, Devon, has 
always explained

• Then he died

• She is an eleven-year-old girl with Asperger's

• Eventually she ends up helping her father deal 
with her brother’s death



Mystery Book Bag # 5 
• He is the most reluctant reader ever born 

• He's managed to get through life without ever 
reading an entire book from cover to cover

• He involves his classmates to read the books for 
him

• Uses this tactic for a research paper about school 
cliques yields revelations about clique mentality, 
but lands him in more trouble

• He does like checkbooks (a source of gifts from 
grandparents), comic books, and Facebook. 



Mystery Book Bag #5 Winner

• Winner: Anika Voss

• Title: Charlie Joe Jackson Guide to Not Reading

• Author: Tommy Greenwald



Mystery Book Bag #6

• Wakes up in an elevator remembering nothing 
but his name

• emerges into a world of about 60 boys who have 
learned to survive in a completely enclosed 
environment

• Monsters are waiting outside the compound

• Subsisting on their own agriculture and supplies

• Trying to find a way to escape through a maze 
nearby

• The first girl to arrive delivers a terrifying 
message



After Iris

• Author: Natasha Farrant

• Realistic fiction

• Twelve-year-old Bluebell Gadsby's written 
and video diary chronicles life in a rowdy 
London family, and how Zoran, the new au 
pair, and Joss, the troublemaking boy next 
door, help to pull her out of her shell and 
cope with the loss of her twin three years 
before. 



The Reluctant Assassin
• Author: Eoin Colfer

• Science fiction

• In Victorian London, Albert Garrick, an 
assassin-for-hire, and his reluctant young 
apprentice, Riley, are transported via 
wormhole to modern London, where Riley 
teams up with a young FBI agent to stop 
Garrick from returning to his own time and 
using his newly acquired scientific knowledge 
and power to change the world forever. 

• First in a series



Janitors

• Author: Tyler Whitesides

• Fantasy

• A sixth grader stumbles upon a secret that 
threatens to turn schoolchildren everywhere 
into mindless automatons. 

• First in a series



What Are You Reading?

• What books do you recommend?

• What kept your attention?


